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PERIODS OF DIFFERENTIALS AND RELATIVE

EXTREMAL LENGTH, II

BY HISAO MIZUMOTO

§ 4. Elementary differentials and relative extremal length.

1. Throughout 1 and 2 we shall preserve the notations in § 2.1. Let XAJ=XAJ(T)
and XBj=XBj(γ) ( i = l , •••, g) g^oo) be the functions on & defined by

XAj(r)=\ΛjXr\ and Xφ)=\rxBj\

respectively. Let (ίAj and $LBj C/=l, •••, g) be the subclasses of (£ consisting of curves
γ such that AjXγ^rO and γxBj^O respectively. Then by Corollary 1.6 we have
that

λ(&,Aj) mAj,XAj),
(4.1)

( & ( & X B j ) ( i = l , - , flf).

We know (see [3]υ) that there exist the differentials φAj and φBj in Γto[\Γhsec:Λ%
uniquely determined by the period conditions:

Γ f
\ φΛj=0, \ φAj=δjk;
JAk Jβk

\ ψBj= — δjk, ψBj=0 (j, k = 1, , g)
JAjc J B}c

respectively. By Theorem 2.1 and (4.1) we have that

λ(& XB,)=λ(&Bfi XBj) = \\φBj\\-2 ( i = l , - , g).

2. Let Ck be a generic element of {Cj}f=1 (ΛΓ^co). Let χG]c=xcφ) be the func-
tion on (£ defined by

Let 6(7̂  be the subclass of K consisting of curves γ such that ^XCJ^FO. Then by
Corollary 1.6 we have that
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By Theorem 2.1 we see that there exists the unique differential ψck^Λ% which
satisfies the condition:

\ Ψck=\ <Pck=0

φck=δjk

if and only if λ($ck, ^ck) > 0, and provided any of these conditions is satisfied, the
equality

holds.

3. We shall use the notation in §1.2. A generic element CJr..Jv ( i y >l) of
the canonical homology basis of dividing cycles modulo β shall be also denoted
by the simplified notation C3{β3=Cdv..3v\ j=l,-~,N; N^oo). The sequence of non-
c o m p a c t r e g u l a r s u b r e g i o n s {Ωk}ΐ=ι s u c h t h a t dΩ1 = —C3l...3v_llf dΩ2= — C3r..3v_lU, •••
defines an ideal boundary component aj0. Further {Ω'k}k=ι such that dΩί = —CJr..Jvlj

dΩί = —Cjr..jvuy'" defines an ideal boundary component a3. Partition the ideal
boundary 3 of R into two disjoint sets a^\}a3 and 3—ajoUccj. Let τCj be the dif-
ferential of the generalized harmonic measure with respect to Λh(ajO\JaJf 3—α/oUα/)
associated to C3 (cf. §1.7). Assume that τCj^0. Then obviously τcj€Λhm((χ, β), by
Corollary 1.1

(4.2) \ τg,HKH*>°

and further

(4.3) [ τg-0 (k*j).
JCk

Let Cf be the conjugate relative cycle of C,, let (£ be the class of curves in
R defined in § 3.1 and let (ίCj be the subclass of K consisting of curves γ such
that γxCf^O. Let χc.=χGj(r) be the function on & defined by

Then by the definition of f€(£ we see that

ίi
(4.4) *cj(r)=\

lo
Thus by Corollary 1. 6, Theorem 3.1, (4.2), (4. 3) and (4.4) we have that
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The last equation is also valid for Γ ^ ΞO.

§ 5. Applications.

1. Application of Theorem 2.1. Throughout the present number, we shall
preserve the notations in § 2.1. We note that we can take an arbitrary subclass
©' of (£ in place of & in Theorem 2.1 provided Λ(g/, X)=λ(&, X). By Corollary
1.6 we may assume that X(γ)^O for all γetί'. We shall fix such a class of curves
(£'.

Let us define

= sup X(γ), mBj= sup X(γ) and wick= sup X(γ)

(.7=1, —,g; k=l,—,N).

Obviously

S ' c U ®ίuU U K^ U U &£?*, ^ i i C δ ^ 7 , S ^ C S B , and (5

where by Uαy%o, etc. we denote the union for all j with α^^O respectively. Thus
by Lemmas 1.9, 1.10, 1. 6 and the consequences of § 4.1 and § 4.2, we have that

e/ VΛ '

_

= Σ ™2AJ\\<PAJ\\*+ Σ m2Bj\\<PBj\\2+ Σ »*yl
α # 0 δ^#0 Cy#O
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where φAj, ψB3 and φGj are the differentials defined in § 4.1 and § 4.2 respectively,
and XAp XBj and XCj are the functions on S defined in § 4.1 and § 4. 2 respectively.

Hence we obtain the corollary of Theorem 2.1.

COROLLARY 5.1. If there exists the subclass 6/ of (£ for which the inequality

holds, then there exists the differential ω^A% which satisfies the period condition'.

[ [ =b C = l •••
JAJ JBj

{ ω = c3 (y=l,-,ΛO.

REMARK. In the inequality (5.1) it is assumed that there exist the differentials
ψc3 for every j with Cj^O respectively. Further the inequality (5.1) implies that

(5.2) wiAj^00, rnBj<°° and m

for every j with α^O, bj^O and Cj^O respectively.

If we take (S for β/ then (5.2) is not satisfied. Furthermore for an arbitrarily
given system {AJf BJ} Cj} of the homology basis modulo β there does not neces-
sarily exist the ©' for which (5.2) holds. Thus for the test of the criterion (5.1)
it is necessary to choose the system {AJf BJ} Cj} and the subclass S7 for which (5. 2)
holds in the first place.

Similarly we obtain the corollaries of Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 analogous to
Corollary 5.1.

2. Application of Theorem 3.1. Throughout the present number, we shall
preserve the notations in §3.1. Let &Gj ( i=l , •••, N) be the subclass of © consist-
ing of curves γ such that γXCf^O respectively. Let (£" be the subclass of &
consisting of curves γ such that X(γ)^0. Then

( S / r c U $>Cj

Set

mGj= sup X(γ) O '=l , ••••, N).

Then by Corollary 1.6, Lemmas 1.9, 1.10 and the consequence of § 4.3, we have
that

K, Z) ^(6" , Z) ~ c^o ^ ( ^ 30 - cfio λ(&,j)
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where τc3 is the differential defined in § 4.3. Thus we obtain the corollary of
Theorem 3.1.

COROLLARY 5.2. If the series

Cj^O \\τcj\\2

R

is convergent, then there exists the differential ωζ.Λ%ίl which satisfies the period
condition:

\ ω = Cj

3. Another application. Throughout the present number, we shall preserve
the notations in § 3.1. We note that we can take an arbitrary subclass ©' of (£
in place of (£ in Theorem 3.1 provided λ(&',X)=λ(Q!,,X). By Corollary 1.6 we
may assume that X(γ)^0 for all γ€&. We shall fix such a class of curves (£'.

We divide 6/ into homology classes 6£ (n=l, - ,v; v^oό) by the homology
relation modulo β. Further let Sw (w=l, •••, v) be the subclasses of (£ which consist
of all elements of (£ which are homologous modulo β to an element of &n respec-
tively. Then obviously

6/= U K c U KrcCg.
n=l n=l

The function X(γ) takes a constant value kn on each Qίn respectively. Hence by
Lemmas 1.9, 1.10 and 1.6 we have that

v 1 v U2 v U2

', X) ~ Si Wit, X) »5

Let σn («=1, •• ,y) be the differentials of the generalized harmonic measures
with respect to Λh(a, β) associated to γ^n respectively. Here σn does not depend
on a particular choice of an element γ of ®« for each n. Then we find that

(5.4) Λ(&W) = |WI2 ( « = 1 , - ^ )

(e. g. see Theorem III. 3.1. of [8]).
By (5. 3) and (5.4) we obtain the corollary of Theorem 3.1.

COROLLARY 5. 3. If there exists the subclass & of K for which the series

(^ R\ V n = V n

\ °' ^-J ΊfK \ i £-* II 112
n=l /(^n)j n=l \\σn\\

is convergent, then there exists the differential ω€Λ%m which satisfies the period
condition:
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REMARK. If we can find the subclass 6/ of (£ for which the homology classes
(£n (n=lf -~,v) are families of curves in disjoint open sets Ωn in R respectively,
then by Corollary 1.4 and (5.3)

Thus by Theorem 3.1 if the series

is convergent, then there exists the differential ω in Corollary 5.3 and

Similarly we obtain the corollaries of Theorems 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 analogous
to Corollary 5. 3.
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